What a BVL Membership offers you:
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

International Expert Network
More than 11,000 leaders from logistics and supply chain
management
Regional and Worldwide Contacts
More than 30 regional groups and international chapters which
enable a free participation in more than 300 regional events
Events and Conferences
Discounts for BVL fee-based events (e.g. International Supply
Chain Conference in Berlin, Forum Automotive Logistics, and
International Scientific Symposium on Logistics)
News and Updates
Subscription of the LOG.Mail (weekly), the LOG.Letter
(10 issues/year) and the BVL magazine (quarterly) in Germany,
as well as the LOG.Letter International (quarterly) in English
language
Exclusive Content
Online access to the MyBVL member area, the BVL Kiosk
smartphone app and the BVL Cloud
Special Rates on Publications
Discounts for attending seminars and courses at the Campus.
Discounts for studies and publications of BVL in DVZ Shop.
Career Center
Online platform for theses, internships, and vocational training

Want to join the network? Please contact us.

Katja Wiedemann
Head of Member Service
T +49 / 421 / 173 84 26
wiedemann@bvl.de

Curtis Domberg
Member Service
International Relations
T +49 / 421 / 173 84 28
domberg@bvl.de

The Global
Supply
Chain
Network

Exclusive for new corporate members
■

■

■

■

Company Presentation
A short company portrait on the BVL website
LOG.Letter Listings
New corporate members are listed every 6 months in the
LOG.Letter International quarterly
Working Groups and Focus Groups
Active stimulation and further development of logistical
topics and questions within the scope of participation in
Working Groups and Focus Groups
BVL Seminars
Free of charge BVL Seminars sample brochure available

BVL – The Supply Chain Network
Bundesvereinigung Logistik e.V.
Schlachte 31
28195 Bremen
Germany
T +49 / 421 / 173 84 28
membership@bvl.de
www.bvl.de

www.bvl.de/en/international

Meet Supply Chain
Experts/Share Best
Practises/Get Access
to Content

The Global Supply Chain Network

Share Ideas and Global Perspectives!

The Bundesvereinigung Logistik (BVL) e.V. is a German-based
non-profit organisation which serves as an open network for logistics
and supply chain management experts. The aim of BVL is to promote
an awareness for the importance of logistics and SCM in the industrial and public sectors by acting as a neutral platform. Today, BVL has
more than 11,000 members – companies and individuals from the
worlds of industry, commerce, services and science who are actively
involved in the business of logistics and supply chain management.
BVL is a primarily honorary network of experts that sees its job as to
support the exchange of knowledge ideas among members. At the
same time, BVL consciously avoids representing corporate interests,
does not act as a lobbyist and has no agenda in the political field.

BVL focuses on systematically establishing international contacts which
benefit its members. The establishment of Regional Groups and Chapters has proved to be highly effective for creating close-knit networks of
supply chain and logistics experts. BVL International Chapters and Representatives are not only contacts, but also showcase hands-on strategies
and solutions, and at the same extend our network around the world.
The BVL Office in Bremen supports this active process.

Why BVL?
Chapter Chairpersons share their views

“

BVL is a great platform for professionals,
academics, experts, and newcomers to connect.
As a Chapter Chairperson I simply provide a
stage and I am always delighted to witness
how much the community shares on it.
Andreas Radke
BVL Chapter Singapore Chairperson

“

Supply Chain Management on-site

”

In this community, not only are advanced
technology and the best practices on display for
members in rich, diversified manners, there is
also a real passion for logistics.
Jean Wang
BVL Chapter China – Beijing Chairperson

Thanks to its honorary Chapter Chairpersons, BVL is available onsite for its members across the globe. They act as contacts for each
member and organise around 300 free of charge events each year
where participants can experience hands-on Supply Chain Management content. As well as the Chapter Chairpersons, there are also
dedicated BVL Representatives who serve as contact persons for
their regions and assit with the network’s activity.

”

“

The BVL provides me with an international focus and qualities that I haven’t found elsewhere. This is the driving factor behind wanting
to expand the network and provide more and
better content in the US Southeast.
Steven D. Markham
BVL Chapter US – Southeast Chairperson

International Partners and Events
Further to the Chapter and Representatives Events, BVL co-organises
highly respected supply chain events with international partners in locations such as Atlanta, Shanghai, Istanbul, Moscow, Seoul, and Rio de
Janeiro. Strong alliances have also been formed within the framework of
the European Logistics Association (ELA), with LOGY in Finland, for example, and ASLOG in France. Moreover, each October, supply chain managers from more than 40 countries come together in Berlin for BVL’s annual
International Supply Chain Conference, which is known to be one of the
biggest business conferences worldwide.

“

”

Networking with supply chain professionals from across Europe, sharing best practices,
and exchange of proven methodologies really
help to manage your daily business.
Marek Sielski
BVL Chapter Poland Vice Chairperson

”

